CITY OF SACO
TRASH COLLECTION GUIDELINES

NORMAL

TRASH AND RECYCLING CARTS MUST BE PLACED CURBSIDE NO LATER THAN 6:00 AM (PINE TREE WASTE WILL NOT GO BACK FOR CARTS NOT PLACED OUT ON TIME)

PLACE CARTS A MINIMUM OF 1 FOOT APART, AND 2 FEET AWAY FROM ANY PARKED CAR OR OBSTACLE THAT WOULD PREVENT THE AUTOMATED ARM FROM PICKING UP THE CART

TRASH CARTS CAN ONLY BE USED FOR "HOUSEHOLD" KITCHEN LIKE TRASH. PLEASE DO NOT PLACE CONSTRUCTION DEBRIS OR YARD WASTE IN THE CARTS. ITEMS NOT ACCEPTED CURBSIDE WILL RESULT IN YOUR CART NOT BEING EMTIED. THESE MATERIALS SHOULD BE BROUGHT TO THE TRANSFER STATION.

ALL TRASH MUST FIT IN THE CONTAINER. ANYTHING LEFT ON TOP OR TO THE SIDE WILL BE LEFT.

THE CITY DOES NOT PROVIDE A SPRING CURBSIDE PICK UP OF YARD WASTE (ONLY FALL)

THERE IS NO LARGE ITEM PICK UP IN SACO

DELAYS

NO COLLECTIONS ON THE FOLLOWING HOLIDAYS:

- THANKSGIVING DAY
- CHRISTMAS DAY
- NEW YEARS DAY

TO VERIFY ANY DELAYED COLLECTIONS DUE TO HOLIDAYS, PLEASE CHECK OUR WEBSITE AS THIS CAN CHANGE FROM YEAR TO YEAR. HOLIDAYS NOT LISTED OR ADVERTISED WILL HAVE NORMAL COLLECTION DAYS.

TRASH AND RECYCLING WILL STILL BE COLLECTED DURING EXTREME WEATHER CONDITIONS. IF YOU REQUIRE WEEKLY COLLECTION, PLEASE DO YOUR BEST TO GET YOUR CARTS OUT, AS PINE TREE WASTE RARELY WILL DELAY COLLECTION DUE TO WEATHER.

RECYCLING

PLEASE ONLY USE YOUR BROWN RECYCLING CART FOR RECYCLING MATERIAL. PLACING TRASH OR UNACCEPTABLE RECYCLING ITEMS IN YOUR CART RESULTS IN FINES TO THE CITY BY OUR PROCESSING PLANT.

HELP KEEP COSTS DOWN BY RECYCLING CORRECTLY. PLEASE DO NOT BAG OR SEPARATE RECYCLING. ALL RECYCLING PRODUCTS SHOULD FIT LOOSELY IN YOUR BROWN CART.

- WHEN IN DOUBT, THROW IT OUT! IF YOU ARE NOT QUITE SURE IF IT IS RECYCLABLE, BE ON THE SAFE SIDE AND THROW IT OUT.

- TO SIGN UP FOR CANCELLATION NOTIFICATIONS, PLEASE VISIT THE CITY OF SACO HOME PAGE AND ENTER YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS.

www.sacomaine.org